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Abstract—the review of robotics application in agriculture is carried out. The features of robots use and robotic platforms in 

agriculture are revealed. The main tasks in development of robots and robotic platforms have been determined. A classification of 

agricultural robotics is proposed. The reviewed review summarizes knowledge from field of agricultural robots in order to improve 

design of robots to expand potential of work performed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Promising directions of robotics development are industry, agriculture (AC), medicine, military technician, special-purpose 

equipment [1]-[9]. At the same time, various research and analysis tools can be used here [10]-[16]. AC occupies a special place 

among such areas. This is due to fact that development of agriculture requires advanced technology and innovation. Since goal of AC 

is to increase productivity and labor productivity, this goal can be achieved using, among other things, robotics. 

Agriculture can be broadly classified into: crop and livestock production. The article will focus on crop production. 

In agriculture, farmers are constantly looking for new ways to increase yields per acre and at same time are struggling with rising 

input costs and therefore an active agricultural robotics market is emerging. From self-propelled tractors to weeding robots, agricultural 

automation companies are transforming agriculture into completely modern environment. Agriculture also uses: robots with machine 

vision, smart robots, autonomous robots. 

The benefits of agricultural automation are clear: prices for consumers are falling and labor costs are falling across board. 

The leading manufacturers of robotic systems for agriculture include: Abundant Robotics (USA), Agrobot (Spain), Agro 

Intelligence (Denmark), AgXeed (Netherlands), Carre (France), Directed Machines (USA), Ecorobotix (Switzerland), Ekobot ( 

Sweden), ELEKS (Ukraine), FarmBot (USA), Farmertronics Engineering (Netherlands), Jacto (Brazil), Winstar Technology 

(Ukraine), etc. 

Thus, main purpose of article is to provide an overview of robotics used in crop production. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Today, research and development of robotics continues in agriculture, which is at same time place for development of important 

new technologies and an area of their application. 

Modern articles consider prospects for agricultural robotics, discuss consequences of robot’s introduction, as well as their structural 

features, explore issues related to expanding capabilities of existing robots. 

The most common agricultural tasks (pruning, harvesting, mowing) are described in [17]-[21]. 

Work [17] is directed to field of weed control. The authors proposed method for signaling agricultural crops for robotic weed 

control, which allows classifying crops from weeds using machine vision. 

Work [18] is devoted to systematic review of literature on research and commercial agricultural robotics used in field. The 

generalized distribution of robotic systems in various agricultural environments is given. 

Cotton picking robots are discussed in [19]. The authors provided detailed overview of common agricultural robotic operations. 

Considered relationship and similarity of robotic systems in agriculture. Analyzed questions. Associated with mobility, sensing, path 

planning and manipulator design. 

In [20], authors describe recent and ongoing work to automate collection of iceberg lettuce and propose their experimental platform 

called Vegebot.  

The paper describes mechanics and control strategy, and also describes in detail results of experiments. 
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A robot for cutting grass and irrigation with water is discussed in [21]. All components that are used in mowing grass and spraying 

water are listed, as well as rover, which includes all sensors, controllers, pump and motors. 

Robots are now used for variety of tasks, such as planting, harvesting, monitoring environment, supplying water and nutrients, and 

others [22]-[27]. 

The development of multifunctional robot-seeding bed is described in [18], and authors also provide design scheme and open 

source code for such robot. 

A survey paper on robotics for selective harvesting with examples of different systems for teaching horticulture [23]. The 

limitations of existing systems are discussed. 

In [24], issue of environmental monitoring using information collected by network of mobile, wireless and noise sensors used in 

agricultural robotics is considered. 

An overview of state of current landscape based on Agriculture 4.0 is given in [25]. Analysis of research trends and technologies 

used in context of Agriculture 4.0. 

Robots for supplying water and caring for ornamental plants in [26], authors focus on development of an irrigation model based o 

sliding window strategy. 

In [27] describes development of robot for home growing flowers and plants – an intelligent watering robot based on STM32. 

3. FEATURES OF ROBOTIC PLATFORMS USE 

The global market for agricultural robots is so wide that we will consider key areas of robotic platforms (RP) application. 

There are different classifications of mobile robots (MR) and mobile platforms (MP) in agriculture, depending on work performed. 

Consider MR and MP in vegetable growing and highlight most common ones: 

- soil / field preparation (plowing); 

- sowing / planting; 

- watering; 

- monitoring of farmland; 

- collection of fruit crops; 

- pest control (sprayers); 

- automated multifunctional platforms (analog of tractors). 

1. Preparation of soil / field. Every process in agriculture is important for good harvest. The main and very first factor in farming 

process is preparing soil for sowing. The main challenge is to create soil that will firmly hold roots of plants or seeds, and have good 

ability to absorb water and other essential elements for bountiful and healthy harvest. 

Mechanical weeding will allow farmers to eliminate costly and harmful herbicides. 

For example, FarmWise is robot with computer vision systems designed for mechanical weeding of fields [28], [29]. 

Ladybird – Autonomous robot for weeding and cleaning weeds. Supports autonomous mode, manual mode, as well as "follow", 

in this mode, robot can, for example, carry some kind of goods behind person. The wheeled platform is driven by four 110 W electric 

motors, and robot is powered by rechargeable battery. Operating time without recharging – up to 7 hours (depending on operating 

mode) [30]. 

Case IH Magnum wheeled robot prototype – no cockpit, cameras, radar and GPS. The decision on serial production has not yet 

been made. It can work in foggy conditions, automatically stops working if it rains. The autopilot system was developed by CNH 

Industrial and Autonomous Solutions, Inc (ASI) [30] 

2. Sowing / planting. 

Autonomous precision seeding is especially common today, relatively new technology that combines robotics and geographic 

information system mapping. 
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Let's take Prospero as an example – for automation of crop sowing processes. This spider robot is able to determine required place 

of sowing point by itself, can independently dig hole for seeds and plant it. The robot also has fertilizer container. Six-legged robot. 

"Teach" robot to recognize where seeds are already by marking place where seed is planted with spot of white paint [31], [32]. 

One robot can use LEDs to inform another robot that it needs help planting seeds. 

Ladybird or "Ladybird" is robot cartographer that monitors state of crops [33]. 

It is used to monitor farm and draw up technological maps. It has range of sensors and solar panels that allow robot to monitor 

plant growth and pests around clock. Tests have shown that robot can work for three days without recharging. The "ladybug" also has 

mechanical arm that allows removing weeds from field [33], [34]. 

FarmBot is precision farming tool (farming platforms). Consists of Cartesian machine for coordinate robot. It is metal frame with 

rails, equipped with robot with replaceable attachments for planting seeds, watering and removing weeds. Plastic components are 3D 

printed, and robot itself is equipped with built-in microprocessor [35]. 

3. Watering. 

Yardroid is mini tank for plant care and watering. 

At front is turret with main water cannon, camera and LED flashlight mounted in fully stabilized gimbal. The suspension, along 

with swing tower, allows Yardroid to spray water in almost all directions. Weed and pest control nozzles are mounted in turret at an 

angle of approximately 45 degrees. At the rear are fluid tanks, pumps and drive section. Yardroid is driven by caterpillars. It is able to 

turn around on spot and overcome vertical obstacles up to 15 cm high. Computer vision and artificial intelligence are used to plot 

route. 

Yardroid uses its camera and LED light to constantly monitor its environment [36]. 

4. Monitoring of farmland. 

MP "Siberian Tiger" – is able to move over rough terrain and irrigate plants. It is equipped with camera to monitor operation of 

platform. Special attention is paid to image recognition using camera. Using camera: identifying plant; analysis of plant by leaf shape, 

characteristic angles; determining diameter of stem, identifying symptoms of disease or developmental disorder (lesions, wilted leaves, 

etc.). One of main functions of device is to monitor plants and warn farmer about occurrence of exceptional conditions, for example, 

appearance of pests [37]. 

5. Collection of vegetables and berries. 

Soft Robotics manufactures soft-grip robotic arms that can be used to pick fragile fruits such as tomatoes, apples, strawberries, and 

lettuce [38]. 

AgroBot – uses artificial intelligence technologies to determine ripeness of berries and their automatic collection [39]. 

To protect berries from crushing or falling, they are cut from stem with two thin, razor-sharp knives and immediately fall into tiny 

basket lined with rubber rollers. 

The SW 6010 has two working modules for inspection and packaging and four steerable wheels for maximum maneuverability. 

Its dimensions and large steering angle are ideal for working inside and outside greenhouses. 

The BX Pro system helps to soften most rugged terrain for more efficient, safe and comfortable working in fields. 

A highly efficient 2-cylinder Lombardini diesel with power of 28.5 and has low fuel consumption and tanks adapted for 

autonomous operation [39]. 

6. Pest control (sprayers). An example is Ecorobotix, fully autonomous drone that recharges from sun. He will work all day to 

identify and spray weeds. To do this, drone has multiple cameras and fast-moving arms that deliver small dose of herbicide [40]. 

Autonomous Tractor Corporation (USA) is developing modular robotic Spirit tractor without an AT400 Spirit control cabin for 

processing, harvesting and transporting crops in agricultural sector [41]. 

Power is transferred to rubber tracks with increased ground contact. The Spirit is equipped with laser and radio navigation system, 

which has improved positioning accuracy in comparison with traditional GPS. The robot's navigation system uses two lasers mounted 

on tractor, which reflect signals from three or four mobile transponders installed around perimeter of field. Additionally, there are 150 

MHz radios that are more needed to correct motion in event of problems with laser systems [42]. 

The intensification of introduction of robots and RP in crop production, yes, in agricultural sector as whole, has become prerequisite 

for studying development processes and their production directly. 
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For this, let us single out several main tasks in development of robots and RP [43]: 

- choice of rational kinematic schemes; 

- optimization of accuracy characteristics; 

- development of methods for damping elastic vibrations; 

- creation of lightweight structures of manipulators; 

- when creating drives, strive to improve their dynamic accuracy and energy characteristics. 

Thus, manufacturers of AC products are presenting growing demand for equipment, actions with high performance, speed, 

accuracy; actions performed in hazardous environments; actions based on operational analysis of large amounts of data, as well as 

eliminating uncertainty in field of production management due to unpredictability of human behavior, etc. 

3 Classification of agricultural robotics 

A classification of agricultural robotics is proposed, which is presented in table. 1. In work, key industry is – crop production, 

therefore, special attention is paid to this particular component of agricultural production. 

By type of work performed, AC robotics can also be classified as: performing heavy, physical and monotonous work [44]. 

 

Table 1: Classification of AC robotics 

Application industry 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AH 

CP 

By type of 

work 

By nature of 

movement 
By control type 

By level 

specializations 

By environment 

of use 

 in AC 

By operating 

condition 

PS 

SТ ОC SP 
greenhouse 

 

Conditions 

displacement SP 

WT 

МB SА SPL field 

Climatic 

conditions 

 
FM & РM 

HT 

DU АT UN garden, nursery 

Features of AC 

products PC 

Informational 

consistency, etc. WD 

AH – animal husbandry; CP – crop production; PS – soil / field preparation; SP – sowing / planting; WT – watering; FM – farmland 

monitoring; РM – plant mapping; HT – harvesting; PC – pest control (sprayers); WD – weeding; SТ – stationary; МB – mobile; DU 

– drones / unmanned; ОC – operator controlled; SА – semi-automatic; АT – autonomous. 

Although, existing classifications also distinguish separate class of robots – for auxiliary production of organization [17]: 

monitoring of agricultural land; sorting of AC products; packaging of AC products. 

In this paper, it is proposed to combine FM – monitoring of farmland and РM – mapping of plants in, since these works are 

necessary for analysis and description of plants and soil relief. 

SP (special) – performs one operation or maintenance of specific technological equipment. 

SPL (specialized) – target, that is, robots have narrower purpose and carry out one specific operation. 

UN (universal) – perform various basic and auxiliary operations (multipurpose). 

Such a subclass of RP is also proposed – according to operating condition: 

1) Moving conditions, for example, difficult-to-pass places – greenhouses (moving conditions include: track width of seedlings in 

greenhouse and width of ground clearance, etc.). 2) Climatic conditions. 3) Features of AC products. 4) Information consistency with 

other similar devices (when one platform transmits information to another and there can be several of them, and they work together), 

etc. 
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Table 2 proposes classification of robotic platforms, taking into account division into categories (Table 1). 

 

Table 2:  Robotic platforms 

Application industry – CP 

By type of work performed 

Designation Image Name and manufacturer 

PS 

 

DOT from Dot Technology Corp. 

Treat equipment of "tractor" type [45]. 

 

SP 

 

MARS from AGCO. 

There is possibility of simultaneous sowing of different crops in 

different parts of field, for which each robotic seeder receives its own 

set of seeds [46]. 

WT 

 

Growver from Revely Microsystems LLC [47]. 

Optimized for traversing lawns and open areas with rough terrain. 

FM  

 

SwagBot from Agerris [48], [49]. 

Can identify and destroy weeds while controlling pastures and crops. 

РM  

 

Tom from Small Robot Company [50], [51]. 

Monitoring and mapping of plants. 

20 hectares / day according to plant data. 

HT 

 

Technofruit CF – 105 from Frumaco [52], [53]. 

Equipped with self-leveling mechanism, thanks to which machine can 

adapt to any garden relief. 

 

PC 

 

R150 from XAG [54], [55] for pest control. 

And with runtime of up to 4 hours and 15-minute battery charge, R150 

can cover 5 hectares per hour. 

 

WD 

 

Dick from Small Robot Company [51]. 

A weeding robot that removes weeds either by spraying area with micro 

doses of pesticides or by crushing. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Thus, on basis of review of existing classification, features of robots and RP use for agriculture have been identified. 

https://www.novtech.com.ua/frumaco-italija
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Based on review and taking into account proposed generalized classification, it was determined that today in robotics they strive 

for openness in terms of "hardware modularity", that is, ability to rebuild robots and RPs to adapt to work in different conditions and 

environments (fields, gardens, greenhouses) and to perform tasks necessary for specific situation – heavy, physical and monotonous 

work. At the same time, it is also necessary to take into account variety of technologies for obtaining АC products. 

As a result, classification of АС robotics has been proposed. 

The general overview of agricultural robots includes following parts: navigation system; control system; level of specialization; 

environment of use in АС and operating conditions. 
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